
trawlers 
At Helltown Village, Now New Beach 

cause we have a clearer Picture 
of that ,  set u p  The site chosen 
for Helltown was a spot just be- 

d the last bend at what is now 

the sandbar now known as 

oars, with a chant of, “heave 

the clear, and space those 1 

Some Were swamped 
One of the lightest and Oft- 

repeated stories associated with 
Helltown is about a local man 
commonly nicknamed Skarrey 
Jack’’. Competition was quite 

keen and every dory‘ crew tried 
to out-manoeuver the rival house 
crews. The consequences were 
that each dory was over-canvas- 

s e d ,  and thus being tricky craft 
they frequently swamped. “Skar- 

’ was beating in through the 
e tide-rips when his dory 

undered. He was most fortun- 
e to have help near at hand and 

His famous first words were,, 
“Who done that to me?” But little 
things like that didn’t stop them, 
and Skarrey continued to fish out 
of Helltown. 

f each case is about 

northwest b 

fisherman who sur- 
wived that hectic period are still 
living in Provincetown. Others 
have since died, and a few have 
disappeared from the local scene1 
of operations. We do have know- 

tell some swell yarns about their’ 
experiences. 

The first dories began to hit t 
beach about noon, were pulled 

aned and prepared for 

While horses, today, are a luxury here, they once were vital to the Cape End econ- 
Here .a pair get fish from dories at Helltown for the long, heavy, sand 

the railroad in the center of the town. An ex ir of horses helped move 
s now Grand V 

prompt attention before the 
could be used on the followin 
morning. Then came a tedio 
and dreaded task of baiting up 
hundreds of hooks, which was 
done inside near pot-bellied 
stoves. It wasn’t all drudgery, 
because after the clean-up there 
were poker games, maybe a sn 
or two of whiskey, recountings 
tall tales about various fishing 
yarns, with arguments or discus; 
sions, which were climaxed by 

‘the long walk home. A night at 
‘home with the family, but back to 
Helltown at 4 in the morning. 
Fast becoming just another vague 

memory in the minds of those who 
knew it ,Helltown existed and 
prospered, while the gasoline en- 
gine was still an unknown quan: 
tity. Rut progress began to as- 
sert itself, with engines replacing 
the more unreliable sail and lab- 

,Picture‘ Recalls 
old Memories 

town. Mr. Taylor calle 
Foster, who had six horse 
ltold him to go to Peaked 

ohn Cook, another 


